
Aeros Discus C Models Design Fault 
 

On the 29th of Oct 2014 this year I was on a flying holiday in Lanzarote and was carrying out my pre flight 

check  that includes a basis cable strength test.  This is where I where I hold the 2 front wires and push them to-

gether at about half force then 1 front and 1 side together and continue till all wires have been checked.  I pulled 

the 2 front wires together and the rear single wire broke with the possible few strands left holding it together.  

 

My glider is a Aero Discus 15c and is about 3 years old and I have owned it from new and can tell you the glider 

wires have never been kinked on de rig nor has the glider had any crash and is still on the same uprights and 

original parts it came with. 

 

Over the next few days I looked into why this could have happened and come up with the following conclusions. 

 

Firstly I think it is more likely this fault will show up on pilots that tow launch (aero or winch) as we tend to 

leave them rigged on the A frame and all day while being blown about the keel is slowly cutting in to the wires. 

 

After spending many hours looking in to the problem it is clear that Aeros have machined the clearance slots in 

the wrong places to take the Wills Wing A frame and king post.  The wires that are effected are the 2 front wires 

going into the bottom of uprights (fig 1).  The 2 rear wires going into the bottom of the uprights (fig 2).  The top 

rear wire into king post (Fig 3) The top rear cable into keel (fig 4).  And by far the worst effected and it will kill 

someone if not changed the rear single cable going into the keel (fig 5). 

 

I have been in contact with the helpful dealer and aeros and it seems they are aware of a fault and now have a 

modified wire set.  I am not sure it solves the problem of no clearance but if the cable is shielded or swages 

where damage will occure then it may be ok but cant comment on this as I don't have them yet.   

 

My main aim for this being sent to as many people as possible as this is life threatening.  While looking into dis-

cus cables I stumbled across a polish man who had the rear cable break in flight but luckily he was landing. 

 

 Fig 1, Bottom front cable. 

no clearance and only 1 

swage inside tube 

Fig 2, Bottom rear cable. 

No clearance and wire in 

conflict with frame 

Fig 3, Top rear wire into 

king post. small clearance 

Fig 4, Top rear wire al-

ready cut into plastic but 

saved by the swage 

Fig 5,  Please note this is a replacement wire and not 

the broken one.  The original has only 1 swage that is 

inside the tube so the wire is in conflict with the keel.   

Fig 6,  The original broken wire with 1 swage.    

If you would like to contact me on this matter you can ring me on 01621 774737  Paul Leary 


